Gang
gang awareness guide recognize signs - nj - gang awareness guide gang members communicate in many
dif-ferent ways. speech is the most obvious; however, gang members also make use of nonverbal methods of
exchanging thoughts. graffiti, hand signs, colors, and tattoos are indicators of gang affiliation. gang members
have their own language, which contains phrases, hand signs, tattoos, research and evaluation on gangs
and gang violence - within the gang are associated with increased involvement in drug sales, violent
offending, and violent victimization.8 group norms that are common to many gangs influence both intragang
(between members of the same gang) violence (e.g., over violations of gang rules, through research on
gangs and gang violence - meet the challenges of crime and justice, in the area of gang membership and
violence, particularly at the state and local levels. research on gangs and gang violence fy14 . eligibility . in
general, nij is authorized to make grants to, or enter into contracts or cooperative agreements gang based
asylum claims - ilw - gang such as mara salvatrucha may have a political dimension, but refusal to join the
gang is not necessarily politically motivated. “consequently, the mere refusal to join mara salvatrucha, without
more, does not compel a finding that the gang's threats were on account of an imputed gang s transforming lives - gang s g & ythvi l it ti a review of research and literature addressing evidence‐based
and promising practices for gang‐affiliated and violent youth in juvenile institutions and detention centers ang
youth violence interventions october, 2010 report 2.23 what is a gang? - north carolina - a gang is one of
the three primary social groups formed in response to deep-seated but unconscious needs (puffer, 1912). a
gang is an “interstitial group originally formed spontaneously, and then integrated through conflict” (thrasher,
1927). miller (1958) defined the gang as a stable group, neither overly aggressive nor gang structures,
crime patterns, and police responses - introduction and background' the end goal of this project was to
provide useful data on how street gang crime patterns (by amount and type of offense) relate to common
patterns of street gang structure, thus providing focused, data-based guidelines for gang intervention and
control. the intermediate stages of the project, however, comprised other important goals. civil gang
injunctions - bureau of justice assistance - as gang crime continues to escalate across the country,
prosecutors, law enforcement, community leaders, and allied professionals continual-ly seek innovative
methods to reduce the spread of gang-related crimi-nal activity. one method, pioneered by the los angeles city
attorney’s office, is the use of gang injunctions. street gang recognition and awareness - combating gang
influence 1. develop good communication with your student or child 2. spend time with the child 3. occupy the
child’s free time 4. set limits 5. set curfews 6. discourage children from hanging around gangs 7. don’t buy and
discourage the use of gang style clothing 8. don’t allow the writing of gang symbols 9. bloods street gang
intelligence report - the bloods street gang has become one of the most violent and notorious criminal
organizations, spreading its influence in the u.s. from coast to coast. a traditionally african american gang,
bloods membership today includes caucasians, hispanics, and asians. blood members are involved in a variety
of criminal activities gang graffiti:gang graffiti - indiana - the threat of gang graffiti gang graffiti makes up
only 10 percent of all graffiti reported in the united states. unfortunately gang graffiti is however, the most
dangerous and persistent form of vandalism, posing a much greater threat to communities than many other
forms of criminal according to the u.s. department of justice, basic criminal street gang information territory, to make statements about their gang, or to issue challenges to other gangs. graffiti is not just an idle
crime and is a great source of gang information. gang members actively seek violent conflicts. this includes
murder, assaults with deadly weapons, drive by shootings, batteries, and many more. santa ana gang task
force - atf home page - linked gang-related felonies charged at federal and state levels. over five hundred
law enforcement officers and agents executed arrest and search warrants this morning marking the
culmination of a multi-year investigation by the santa ana gang task force that resulted in five federal
indictments and various state felony charges for youth gang violence and guns: data collection in
california - while all who work to reduce gang-related violence acknowledge the major role that firearms play
in the problem, little comprehensive data is available regarding how firearms are obtained by gang members,
what types of guns and/or design features are favored by gang members, how changes in the design and
firepower of firearms results from the new mexico gang threat assessment - juvenile gang membership
is most frequently transitory; those who fail to transition out of the gang by the time they reach adulthood
become the most serious offenders (curry and decker 2003; howell 2006). a second source for information on
gangs in the u.s. is the national gang threat assessment (ngta), published by the national alliance of gang
gang and gang-like homicides in oklahoma - gang and gang-like homicides in oklahoma violence is a
notable public health concern in the united states (u.s.). according to the centers for disease control and
prevention (cdc), homicide was the second leading cause of death for persons 10-34 years of age in the u.s.
from 1999-2007. in 2007 alone there were 18,361 homicides in the u.s.; 57% juggalos: emerging gang
trends and criminal activity ... - into a gang by passing on gang-culture or may bring outside gang
problems into the un-evolved sub-set.14 with the exception of florida and oregon, all of the agencies reporting
criminal juggalo sub-sets also reported some kind of affiliation (rivalry or alliance) with an already established
gang (appendix 1). asylum and gang violence: legal overview - asylum and gang violence: legal overview
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congressional research service 2 the report provides an overview of the basis for asylum in u.s. law. it also
discusses how key elements of the ina’s definition of refugee have been construed and applied in gang-related
asylum cases. gang behavior, law enforcement, and community values - gang behavior, law
enforcement, and community values george akerlof and janet l. yellen between 1960 and 1990 crime rates in
the united states increased dramatically: murder rates rose from 5.0 to ... gang enforcement problems and
strategies: national survey ... - these terms and the severity of the gang problem were left to each
jurisdiction to define. the survey specifically addressed enforcement strategies directed at groups that were
defined by an agency as a gang, so a general term of gang member was sufficient for these purposes.
challenging expert testimony in gang cases - sdap - gang’s primary activities, a nd thus his testimony
lacked foundation. however, in martinez, the expert witness testified that he had experience and training as a
gang expert. he specifically testified as to the primary activity of the gang, based upon eight years spent
examining gang violence through the lives and eyes of ... - examining gang violence through the lives
and eyes of young male gang members: implications for educational leaders a dissertation submitted to the
faculty of clark atlanta university tn partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of education
by jamal s. edwards department of educational leadership atlanta, georgia july2011 the current gang
situation? gangs - butte county - gang on several occasions. ♦ becomes secretive regarding whereabouts
and activities. ♦ school attendance becomes sporadic and grades begin to decline. ♦ uses gang-related hand
signs as a form of communication. ♦ increase in gang–type graffiti on school books, notebooks, or other
papers. this may also be found on bedroom walls or central america and mexico gang assessment - gang
activity has transcended the borders of central america, mexico, and the united states and evolved into a
transnational concern that demands a coordinated, multi-national response to effectively combat increasingly
sophisticated criminal gang networks. whereas gang activity used to be territorially history of street gangs
in the united states - gang, culture with them that was transmitted by youth who had been named
pachuchos, after field hands from a mexican city of that name (geis, 1965). these pachuchos socialized with
other immigrant youths in the streets (vigil, 2002). street gangs in our schools - region one esc - gang
and the order of the beads may indicate the subject’s status in the group and/or activities they have engaged
in. 2. tattoos/markings: may simply have the gang ’s name or symbols associated to gang (i.e. crowns,
numbers, pitchforks, dots, etc). markings may be applied with pens or markers to be easily removed and
prevent detection by brief review of federal and state definitions of the terms ... - brief review of
federal and state definitions national gang center page 2 of 34 december 2016 “the sentence of a person
convicted of an offense described in subsection (c) shall be increased by up to 10 years if the offense is
committed under the circumstances described in subsection (d).” 18 u.s.c. § 521(b). virginia state crime
commission - criminal street gang, made it a crime to recruit a person into a criminal street gang, and made
it a crime for a gang member to engage in certain criminal acts on behalf of, or in association with, a criminal
street gang. the definition of a criminal street gang, provided in va. code § 18.2-46.1, department of justice
fact sheet on ms-13 - department of justice fact sheet on ms-13 while ms-13 is not the only transnational
gang this administration will target, we believe the following background information attributed as
“information provided by the justice department” will be helpful: • ms-13, which is short for la mara
salvatrucha, is a gang composed primarily of what can a parent do? - office of superintendent of public
... - recognizing gang symbols and indicators indicators of some common washington gangs gang graffiti is
used to claim turf and to communicate with rival gangs. this f13 tag is in the old english lettering style, and
claims territory for the florencia gang, and the nk is a threat to the rival norteños. (courtesy northwest gangs)
fraternities: the gangs of the united states' elite - fraternities: the gangs of the united states’ elite 6 the
national gang center government website has a comprehensive history of street gang in the united states,
annual survey data since 1996 on gangs across the country, and different ways to address gang problems. 6.
siergel, l., welsh, b., & senna, j. (2006). an overview of the challenge of prison gangs - overview of the
challenge of prison gangs 3 the first prison gang with nationwide ties was the mexican mafia, which emerged
in 1957 in the califor-nia department of corrections. camp and camp (1985) identified approximately 114
gangs with a membership of approximately 13,000 inmates. of the 49 agencies surveyed, 33 indi- know the
signs handbookcolor 0709 - senatenj - other indicia of street gang activity; and (2) individually or in
combination with other members of a criminal street gang, while engaging in gang related activity, have
committed or conspired or attempted to commit, within the preceding ﬁ ve years from the date of the present
offense, excluding any period of imprisonment, one or more albuquerque code of ordinances ~ gangs - it
is a violation for any person to commit any gang related crime that by its nature involves a substantial risk that
physical force against the person of another may be used in committing the offense including, without
limitation, a predicate gang crime under the anti-gang recruitment gangs and social change - osp - gangs
and social change ... gang’, and their similar (and sometimes unwitting) recycling of individual-istic thought
rampant in american culture. this has had the effect of misrepresenting who joins gangs and confusing
different forms of collective behavior under the same ‘gang’ concept. for this reason the argument basic
street gangs: “hand signs” - northtown mud - basic street gangs: “hand signs” michael “bishop” brown.
crip clique. ‘b’ for blood qquickguideuickguide tto gangso gangs - street gang in north america and should
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be used to enhance the understanding of local gangs encountered on a daily basis. this quickguide to gangs is
a collective effort from the national alliance of gang investigators’ associations and is provided by your state or
regional gang investigator’s association. questions gangs in new jersey 2010 - njsp - police street gang
survey: gang presence, the gang environment and gang characteristics. gang presence not only identifies how
gangs are distributed throughout the state but also where they are not, their density in terms of membership
and the intensity of the problems they pose to law enforcement. bureau of justice assistance na toi n a l
ga n g ce n ter ... - address gang problems can lead to increased risk of victimization in the school setting for
both students and staff members. schools must walk the fine line between overreacting to the gang problem
and attempting to hide or downplay it. finally, schools may be reluctant to share information on gang activity
in and around the school for fear of gangs in north carolina - gangs in north carolina: an analysis of gangnet
data and — if they were the last remaining or only member of a particular gang set — this information would
also be removed. in our past reports, this was not the case. often, an agency responding to a gcc survey would
provide information on criminal street gangs invested in kentucky >> - in 2001 to investigate gangrelated web sites, which they say had grown to the tens of thou-sands nationally. one of the sites they noted
belonged to the p-town gang in kentucky, which blatantly offered a link to submit a re->> sumé to become a
part of their gang. in bowling green, it was 1996 that the community began to take notice of gang subject:
crips and bloods drug gan gs - the vault - gang,oneof severallarge,increas-ingly violentgangs in the los angelesareawherecaliforniaauthor-ities say more than 380 people were killed lastyear in feudsover
drugcustomersandterritory. law enforcement officials saythe crips and a rival gang calledthe bloods have
extended their net-works into other cities suchasseat-tle, torontoandkansascity. to- history of gangs in the
united states - sage publications - history of . gangs in the united states ... gang activity and to examine
regional migration and cultural influences on gangs themselves. unlike the south, in the northeast, midwest,
and west regions, major phases characterize gang emergence. table 1.1 displays these phases. street gangs:
background paper 91-3 - nevada legislature - gang members can be identified by the clothing they wear.
each gang has a unique article of clothing ranging from hats, bandanas and footwear to the way clothes are
worn. gang members use graffiti to mark their boundaries and as a means of communication. death threats
among rival gangs are often relayed by graffiti. the gangs of miami-dade county: using research and ...
- the gangs of miami-dade county: using research and practice to develop an anti-gang strategy a white paper
developed and written by: dr. craig d. uchida october 2011 introduction since 1991 about 256 gangs
established themselves in miami dade county. many of those gangs have come and gone, but currently over
70 of those gangs remain active.
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